"I can honestly say Oaktree Funding Corp made my first home buying experience a very pleasant one. From our
first conversation he explained each and every option that was available to me and I never felt pressured into any
decision. My phone calls were handled in a professional and timely manner. All in all I really couldn't imagine my home
buying process being any easier. Even now that the deal is done I would still feel 100% comfortable calling them with
any questions. Thanks for everything!!"
"After comparing with over 10 lenders and brokers, I settled on Oaktree Funding based on the outstanding interest rate
and closing fees. There were several examples during the closing process where we almost ran into snags, but they
went out of his way to negotiate with all parties to ensure that there were no problems."
"The staff was extremely efficient and helpful with the loan process. They changed the terms as my needs changed and
he provided me with a great rate with no points."
Randall- Great experience and value
I will, without any reservation, recommend Oaktree Funding Corp for making this process so efficient AND to the
incredible customer service that I was provided. What a great experience (and value).
Kim- Excellent Process
Oaktree Funding agents made it really simple to refinance our mortgage. Process was really straight forward with
processing documents electronically (via their website) and sending the closing agent to our home after working hours. I
thought the whole process was excellent.
Art- I would recommend Oaktree Funding to anyone
This was my first time dealing with a refinance. My loan officer explained everything in detail and the process was fast.
The people I dealt with were very respectful and professional. Thank you for all of your help. I would recommend
Oaktree Funding to anyone.
Sherry- Smooth process
As a disabled veteran, finding lenders that are knowledgeable in the VA loan process is extremely difficult. The staff here
is very knowledgeable in that process and made it run smoothly.
Walter- Kept us informed every step of the way
Our loan processor and his entire team kept us informed every step of the way. We felt like they were truly walking
through the process with us rather than shuffling is through! My Loan Officers were genuine and personal. Their positive
attitude was key as they kept us encouraged throughout the ups and downs of the loan process. We cannot express with
words our gratitude for this team!
Steve- Easiest and quickest home loan I have ever done
All involved were professional and courteous. Easiest and quickest home loan I have ever done. I will never switch from
Oaktree Funding and will always recommend to others! I never thought I would have anything positive to say about
getting a mortgage, but Oaktree Funding changed that!
Jeff- We were very pleased
We were very pleased with the assistance from both the loan officer and loan processor. They were very professional as
well as personable. They made, what could be an agonizing situation, turn out to be comfortable completing
transactions by phone and internet.

Ken- Impressed with their professionalism
I just refinanced through Oaktree Funding and have been extremely impressed with their professionalism, their
suggestions, and their help throughout the process. I also appreciate their promptness in getting back to me with
answers to questions. I would definitely recommend them and use them again!
Robert- I will definitely suggest you to all my friends and family.
I can't express how helpful all the people I talked to were. Refinancing is a complicated and confusing process. Every
single person I talked to and dealt with were extremely knowledgeable. Thank you for all your help. I will definitely
suggest you to all my friends and family.
Lou- I will continue to be a Oaktree Funding customer
From the first day until now, Oaktree Funding personnel have been extremely professional and courteous. I put my trust
in Oaktree Funding and refused the many offers to switch to another company at lower rates. I will continue to be an
Oaktree Funding customer because of the personnel.
David- The entire process was very simple
The entire process, from the beginning to the end, was very simple for me. All the staff I was contacted by and spoke
with was very helpful, knowledgeable, made sure I completely understood all aspects of the process. The closing
company was also very excellent, along with the notary that came to our vacation site to finish the signing of all
documents.
Josh- One of the easiest loans we have ever gone through
One of the easiest loans we have ever gone through. The document portal was so easy to use. All the people I worked
with were fabulous and helped us through the process. We are very pleased with everyone we came in contact with.
Thank you.
Sandra- Professional service from top to bottom
Bravo, folks! I was able to reduce my monthly payments, and the three people who worked for Oaktree Funding made
absolutely sure that all the t's were crossed and i's dotted before they brought anything to me to sign. Professional
service, top to bottom. I applaud you.

